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Happy Retirement Clyde! 

Enjoy your retirement you have truly earned it.   Thanks for your dedication and everything you have 
done at Hoffman Transport Inc. 

John Hoffman 

 
Clyde Grove 



 

 

 

 

 

*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to get a copy 
of your new license to Safety before it expires. 
Failure to do this WILL result in discipline.  

 License Expirations  Driver Physicals Due 

    Anniversaries 

Birthdays 

DOT Physicals Expire in January.  Once you get your physical 
Safety Dept. will need a copy of your card. 

Name Current Expirations Appt Date 
Krause, David 01/28/16 01/12/16 2:45pm 

License Expires Bridget will need a copy of 
your new one for DOT File 

Krause, David 
Ledford, Doug 

HOFFMAN EDWARD  January 24 
LEDFORD DOUGLAS  January 20 
MILLER CHARLES  January 05 
MILLER DWIGHT  January 20 
PFEIFFER THOMAS  January 27 
DERUSHA KATHY  January 20 
SPESSARD JR SKIP  January 25 
HARTPENCE WILLIAM  January 02 

BERNHARDT DAVID  January 11, 2012 4 years 
BIESECKER RANDY  January 26, 2015 1 year 
CAREY DOUGLAS  January 12, 2015 1 year 
CUSIC TOM  January 15, 2014 2 years 
KINNA JASON  January 19, 2015 1 year 
MOORE CHARLES  January 06, 2015 1 year 
ROBERTS KENNETH  H.  January 03, 2006 10 years 
SHIVES ALAN  January 03, 1985 31 years 
SHIVES JEFFREY  January 01, 1982 34 years 
WOODS WILLIAM  January 08, 2007 9 years 
YOUMANS JONATHAN  January 25, 2010 6 years 
THOMAS DONNA  January 06, 2014 2 years 
MASON  CHRIS  January 21, 2013 3 years 



 

 

Insurance Benefit Payroll Deductions 
 

 

THIS CAN COST YOU MONEY AND COVERAGE!!!!! Take a 
look at your payroll stub and make sure you are being charged for the 
correct coverage that you elected for 2016.   If you think you are not be-
ing charged for a benefit you elected it contact Bridget.   If you think 
you are being charged and you did not want the coverage contact 
Bridget.  I submitted all applications that I received to the insurance 
company but if anything is missed and not corrected by end of January 
nothing can be done. 

Examples: 

1.  You dropped coverage and you are still having it deducted from 
your paycheck. This can happen if you still show on the insurance 
billing.  I cannot get your payroll deductions back if I do not submit it 
by end of January 2016.  So here is where it could cost you money. 

2.  You elected  health or dental and it is not being deducted from your 
pay. I cannot get you added if I do not stay on them and get them to 
add you to the plan.  They will not add anyone after January 2016.  
This is where it  could cost you your benefits. 

 

It is your paycheck and they are your benefits. Take the time and make 
sure they are correct.  

 

Thanks, Bridget 



 

 

 

 

Accident or Incident Reporting 

 
A truck accident is a traumatic event for all of those involved. It is difficult for anyone to think logically 
following such an event, but the actions you take can help protect you and the company down the 
line if a lawsuit is necessary. To be fully prepared in case you ever are involved in an accident you 
can print out the checklist below and store it in your glove box.  
 
Truck Accident Checklist  
 
1) Try to remain as calm as possible. 
2) Move your vehicle to the side of the road and put out flares or warning signs so your tractor does 

not get hit again by passing motorists. 
3) Call an ambulance immediately if anyone has been injured. 
4) Notify Hoffman Transport Inc. 
5) Do not leave the scene until police show up. Ask all other parties involved and wit-nesses to stay 

at the scene as well. 
6) Do not discuss the accident or whose fault it was with anyone except the police or the manage-

ment department at Hoffman Transport Inc. 
7) Exchange your license, registration and insurance information with the other driver(s).  
8) Take pictures with your camera, cell phone or any other electronic devise and return pictures to Safety De-

partment at Hoffman Transport Inc.  This is needed even if you did not do damage.  How can you prove 
what happened if you do not have pictures. If you have taken pictures with your electronic device you can 
email to sspessard@hoffmantransort.com rswope@hoffmantransort.com  or 
bbrager@hoffmantransport.com  

9) Write down all the information you can about where the accident took place. Include the street 
names, closest intersection, whether there were stoplights or other road signs, and any other 
relevant landmarks. Draw a diagram of this information to help you your-self remember and ex-
plain it to an attorney or the police in the days following the acci-dent. 

10) If injury to another party has occurred, ask the police to share that information with you, including 
names, addresses and the extent of injury.  Do not be alarmed if they say they will just send in-
formation to Hoffman Transport Inc.   

11) Ask the police for a copy of the police report.  
 
Remember once an accident/incident has happened you can’t change it.  So stay calm and do the 
process as best you can. 
 
Report Accident to Hoffman Transport Inc. by calling 800-726-6111. 
 
Thank You, 
Bridget 



 

 

Aaron Wieland 
12/16/2015 

Jeff Davis 
12/28/2015 



 

 

 

These are the winners for the November MPG Challenge.  If you are on this list and in the Top 50%, see 
Ryan for $50.  If you are on the list and in the Top 10%, see Ryan for $150.   

 

November 2015 MPG 
  Top 10% Top 50% Team MPG Driver Trk 

1 x x 1 7.75 D.Boyle 394 

2 x x 1 7.69 B. Woods 377 

3 x x 1 7.31 E. Robison 351 

4 x x 1 7.03 S. Smith 357 

5   x 1 7.00 P. Dumas 383 

6   x 1 6.99 R.Striplin 385 

7   x 1 6.98 M. Favors 343 

8   x 1 6.91 W. Arbogast 367 

9   x 1 6.90 J. Shives 371 

1
0   x 1 

6.88 
A. Fickes 

387 

1
1   x 1 

6.75 
E. Shorter 

363 

1
2   x 1 

6.74 
C.Grantham 

390 

1
3   x 1 

6.65 
A.Shives 

341 

1
4   x 1 

6.61 
K.Wenzl 

375 

1
5   x 1 

6.59 
K. Roberts 

330 

1
6   x 1 

6.58 
M. Weir 

379 

1
7   x 1 

6.58 
J.Mather 

382 

1
8   x 1 

6.56 
T. Cusic 

348 

1
9   x 1 

6.55 
P. Demers 

366 

2
0   x 1 

6.53 
D.Krause 

365 

2
1   x 1 

6.52 
D.Rife 

345 

2
2   x 1 

6.51 
M. Wolf 

355 

  Top 10% Top 50% Team MPG Driver Trk 

1 x x 2 7.08 S. Pastore 335 

2 x x 2 6.75 E.Kelbaugh 336 

3 x x 2 6.59 B.Dunigan 339 

4   x 2 6.58 K.Stahl 391 

5   x 2 6.56 D.Carey 392 

6   x 2 6.56 B.Fitz 329 

7   x 2 6.15 B. Whittington 337 

8   x 2 5.92 T.Wright 373 

9   x 2 5.91 J.Stull 350 

1
0   x 2 

5.87 
D.Vignali 

344 

1
1   x 2 

5.58 
D.Ulrich 

326 

              



 

 
 

 

WINTER DRIVING HAZARDS 
 
Although we all can appreciate that poor weather conditions are not in our control 
and frequently happen unexpectedly, we also know that we cannot always blame 
the conditions for an accident. As a professional driver, you accept that you and 
your fellow drivers must adjust to the conditions to avoid accidents and we thank 
you for that. 

 

For example, as a driver you know that loss of traction may be caused by snow, 
rain, sleet, and ice. You are aware and adjust your driving to those slippery condi-
tions, because it can take as much as three and a half times the distance to stop as it 
will on a dry surface. 

 

Another winter condition that you, as a professional driver, are on constant watch 
for, Black Ice. Black ice occurs when there is a sudden drop in temperature that 
causes very thin and invisible layer of  ice to form on the road surface. Some of the 
more common places you will find black ice are on bridges, shaded areas of the 
roadway, curves, and in areas that there is little traffic. 

 

You also know from years of experience that when you are following other traffic 
and there is no water spray from the wheels ahead, despite snowy conditions, you 
are most likely on packed snow or ice. Instinct and training tell you to slow down 
cautiously and to never use your jake brake on slippery road surfaces. This could 
cause a Jack Knife Accident. 

 

The winter months are some of the busiest for trucking, but because a driver is 
never sure when weather can effect his or her time, we hope that every driver will 
be conscious of his or her schedule and route and adjust his or her speed to get 
safely home. Continue to make good decisions. Always make sure that your vehicle 
is equipped for the cold weather and this includes 
warm clothes, fuel, food, fluids, etc. 

 

Thank You for Driving Safely 



 

 

  

 
“Hoffman Transport Inc.  

Lumper Receipt Form” 

 

Every driver whether company, owner operator or broker must complete a “Hoffman Transport Inc. Lumper Form” to receive credits 
for any lumper. NO EXCEPTIONS. This procedure has been in place at Hoffman Transport Inc. for years. 

 

If you receive a printout receipt from the lumper service you STILL have to complete the Hoffman Transport Inc. form.  You may ask 
yourself “Why?”  Here is the answer.  The billing clerk here at Hoffman Transport Inc.  needs to send this along with the invoice to get 
paid for the load.  If we do not send both lumper forms then we do not get paid for the load.  If the company cannot get paid for the 
load then we can not pay a driver for the load. 

 

If the lumper service will not complete the form then you the driver must complete as much as possible.  This form needs to be turned 
in with the trip it coincides with not days later or with another trip. Failure to complete the form will result in you NOT receiving 
credit and a payroll deduction will show on your settlement sheet.  

 

Sample Form     

             

HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 

LUMPER RECEIPT 
(ALL INFORMATION MUST BE FILLED OUT) 

 
                 NAME OF SHIPPER:  ___________________________________ 

 

NAME OF RECEIVER:  ____________________________________ 

 

TRIP#:  __________ DRIVER’S NAME: ______________________ 

 

PRODUCT DESC.  ________________________________________ 

 

LUMPER SERVICE:  ______________________________________ 

 

LUMPER NAME:  _________________________________________ 

 

LUMPER ADDRESS:  ______________________________________ 

 

______________________________________ 

 

LUMPER TELEPHONE #:  _________________________________ 

 

LUMPER’S SOCIAL SECURITY#:  __________________________ 

 

RECEIPT AMOUNT:  ______________________________________ 

 

DATE OF RECEIPT:  ______________________________________ 

 

 

LUMPER’S SIGNATURE:  _________________________________ 

 

 

Please use the above form anytime a lumper service is rendered. 

Make sure this form is returned with the signed bill of ladings. 

Failure to comply with the above could result in no reimbursement issued to 

the drivers for the lumper services. 

 



 

 

Al Shenk 
Alan Shives 
Art Fickes 

Bill Dunigan 
Bill Fitz 

Brian Whittingtion 
Charles Carpenter 

Chris Lee 
Cliff Harry 

Corey Grantham 
Dave Carbaugh 
David Bernhardt 
David Dickinson 

David Krause 
David Ridley 
Dennis Gesin 
Dennis Ratliff 
Doug Carey 

Doug Ledford 
Dwight Miller 
Earl Skyers 

Eddie Kelbaugh 
Elden Robison 

Eric Harry 
Eric Shorter 

Frank Paterek 

Gregory Dennis 
James Stull 
Jason Kinna 

Jason Williams 
Jeff Mather 
Jeff Shives 
John Tabler 

Jon Youmans 
Jose Coreas 
Ken Roberts 

Kimberly Baker 
Merle Wolf 
Mike Weir 

Myron Hammond 
Phil Dumas 

Randy Biesecker 
Robert Striplin 
Stephan Smith 

Steve Miller 
Steve Pastore 

Tim Wright 
Tom Cusic 

Tom Pfeiffer 
Tom Rauser 

Tommy Vignali 
Warren Mongold 

Bill Woods 
Bob Kring 

Charles Harris 
Charles Moore 

Daniel Rife 
Doug Parker 
Karl Wenzl 

Paul Demers 



 

 

 

Injured on the job what should you do? 
 

Please remember if you are injured on the job you must speak to someone in the Safety 
Department as soon as possible.  If you have pain, do not let it “play out” in hopes the 
pain will disappear.  Waiting to see a doctor for a few weeks can create all types of prob-
lems with your claim and in some cases it can be denied.  Do not go to your doctor and 
give them your Health Insurance Card.  This will then create the problem of them billing 
the wrong insurance carrier and trust me it will cause you more heartache than necessary.   
There are special procedures and forms in place to ensure that everything stays under the 
workers comp insurance.   

The importance of proper message sending can not be over stated. It is becoming 
a trend that drivers are not sending messages, or bunching the messages together. 

This ruins dispatch, and in a lot of instances can lose you money. If a broker calls in and you did-
n’t send the right arrival time, we give them the wrong time, so they say you were too late to be 
approved for detention. On the other end, sending a message to early makes dispatch tell the bro-
ker you’re already done and you don’t get detention despite waiting at the stop. If dispatch doesn’t 
have proper times, they can’t apply for detention. This also negatively affects you per diem, de-
spite being on the road, you bunched your times, so you got discredited and marked as being home 
long before you actually were. 

 Along side times, proper messages include DVIR forms and unload/loaded forms. Without 
sending unload/loaded forms, you get woken up by dispatch to find trailer numbers. Without fill-
ing out the unloaded form, we don’t know to apply to brokers for unloading, so you get paid noth-
ing despite the hard work. With the DVIR form, if you don’t fill it out, your truck will probably 
not be fixed despite you “telling someone.” Word of mouth counts on someone remembering and 
passing your word on, proper forms make sure your issues are in the queue to be looked at. 

 It’s not impossible to be in a rush, or make a mistake every now and then, everyone is hu-
man and it happens. However, when you notice the mistake, make sure you are calling someone to 
tell them what you missed or it won’t be fixed. Nothing feels worse then losing money due to neg-
ligence! 



 

 

THE DANGERS OF PICKING UP HITCHHIKERS: 

 
The days of being a Good Samaritan and giving that world traveler a lift to the next city are long since past. In today’s 
environment, and even prior to 9/11, a truck driver is putting him or herself at risk by stopping for that thumb along 
the highway. 

In an era when cargo theft rings are sophisticated and terrorist activity indicates well-thought-out plans, a seemingly 
lone individual looking for a ride may actually have ulterior motives. Accomplices could be waiting for an unsuspect-
ing driver down the road to hijack his or her truck. This ploy is just one possible scenario to create a coerced hijack-
ing.  

Even if the hitchhiker is working alone, outside of an organized family of cargo thieves, a driver doesn’t know what 
weapon might be in that knapsack or purse. Unorganized or lone cargo thieves tend to be bolder and will not hesitate 
to hurt, or even kill, a driver to get what they want. 

Knowing the law 

If a driver is compelled to stop for a hitchhiker, he or she is not only creating a major security risk, but also violating 
the FMCSRs. The regulations are very clear on who is allowed in commercial motor vehicles. A driver needs to apply 
§392.60, which state the following: 

 A passenger, who is from outside the company, must have written permission listing his or her name, the starting 
and ending point of the trip, and the date the authorization expires. This means a spouse, child, or friend could ac-
company your driver if the organization approves. 

 Individuals who are currently employed or assigned to help with the load by the motor carrier are not required to 
have written permission to be transported. 

 Persons who are rendered assistance due to an accident or other emergency do not need authorization to ride in 
the vehicle. 

This regulation, however, does not apply to a commercial motor vehicles controlled and operated by a farmer. 

 A motor carrier’s driver needs to realize that a kindhearted gesture could result in physical harm and/or cargo theft. 

Fuel Stops 
Reminder when fueling on the road you must note on your log “fuel” and you must be “on duty not driving”.   
I would love to see month that ALL DRIVERS make the perfect log list in 2016. 

Reporting Damages 
 

When you start your day, end your day or hook up to a different piece of equipment take a look around that 
piece of equipment and if you notice a dent, scratch, tear, etc. It is not only company policy but it also 
keeps you from being responsible for the repair cost.   Take the time and protect yourself.  



 

 

So what does it take to be a truck driver?  
Here are some of the "musts" that have nothing at all to do with actually driving the truck. 

 

 Route Planning, Map Reading, Trip Planning...Must be able to find most practical and time efficient route while 
avoiding truck restricted routes. Must be able to find new places in new cities on a nearly daily basis.  Must know how 
to avoid dangerous situations such as low underpasses or impassable routes.  Must read road signs - and fully understand 
the routing/sign system in order to avoid getting lost, wasting time and fuel and other potentially dangerous situations 
(i.e. low underpasses).  Must know how to plan trip's fuel stops according to company policy. 

 Money Management...In order to make a good wage, a driver must learn good money management skills.  A 
driver must also plan ahead for job related expenses, such as tolls, unloading fees, truck and/or trailer 
washes, etc. He or she must keep good track of expenses for purposes of taxes and to ensure proper reim-
bursement for company expenses. 

 Time Management...A driver must be able to accurately plan a trip to squeeze the most out of the time al-
lowed.  Without good time management, a driver will be late for pickups/deliveries and this may lead to job 
loss.  Less severe but just as important, poor time management leads to unnecessary fatigue.  A driver must 
learn the best routes to take, the best times of day for travel in certain areas and the nature of the terrain and 
how these factors affect travel time. 

 Paperwork...A driver is responsible for completing paperwork for each load hauled, as well as paperwork 
required for Hours of Service.   Not completing this paperwork properly or on time may result in a paycheck 
being withheld or in the case of HOS, a hefty fine.  

 Diplomat...Must deal with dispatchers, safety department, other motorists, truck stop employees, shippers, 
receivers, law enforcement personnel, including highway patrol, local and city police and DOT officers as a 
professional.  

 Loading & Unloading... While many carriers pay for loading and unloading when required, others do not or 
at times, a receiver will not allow a driver to hire this work out.  In such a case, the driver must be able to load 
or unload the freight.  

 Knowledge of Rules & Regs...A driver must know the rules and regulations that govern him.  Ignorance of 
the law will not excuse a driver or get him out of an expensive fine.  A driver must know, at minimum, rules 
that pertain to Hours of Service, FedReg and equipment related requirements.  A driver must know how to 
load the freight in order to comply with weight limitations and how to adjust weight (between axles) in order to 
bring an overweight load into compliance.  

 Ability to Adapt...A driver must be able to adapt quickly according to the environment and the demands of 
the job.  One day you may deliver a load at 8:00 AM but the next unloading appointment may be at 1:00 
AM.  Work hours are never the same.  Along with work hours, eating hours and sleeping hours are rarely the 
same, either.  They must constantly change according to the load.    Beyond these issues, other factors are 
quick to change, also.  One day a driver will be in the mountains and the next, in the desert.  The weather 
changes can be dramatic, too. 

 Mental Strength / Fortitude... A driver must often work when tired or very stressed.  A driver is not "off" at 
5:00 PM, and may actually just be starting his/her workday.  Traffic, paperwork, law enforcement, dispatch-
ers, etc can all contribute to a high stress level.  While many people work when stressed, it is especially im-
portant that a driver learns to deal with stress factors because of the nature of the job - in other words, a big 
truck has great potential to cause massive injury.  A distracted driver is not a safe one.  Add to this the added 
worry about loved ones back home, homesickness, etc, and stress becomes a major factor 



 

 

Peggy Roberts has been a vital part of the Hoffman Transport family since 9/29/1997. She was always known for a good 
laugh, infectious smile, and kind heart. It is with heavy hearts to say that Peggy lost her battle with lung cancer on 
12/20/2015. She will be greatly missed by many as she touched so many people’s lives. The world lost a beautiful woman 
and Heaven gained an angel.  

R.I.P. Peggy Roberts  

 5/27/1946 to 12/20/2015 

Lori Stockslager is doing okay. She checks in with us periodically. We ask you all to keep her in your thoughts and prayers at this 
time.  



 

 

N B Z X C V B N J 
O E Y U F I O P A 

I M W T I R E W N 

T E S Y R T A Q U 

U R D F E O P G A 

L R K J W A A H R 

O Y L Z O S R C Y 

S T A H R T T F B 

E G J M K N Y H K 
R K I S S P D E W 

S K R O Y W E N O 

D R I N K T Y G P 

H J K P O I U A K 

B A L L D R O P L 

G F D S A Z X M J 

N B S W V C E A T 

A Q G E D F K H Y 

P R T Y H V B C D 

New Year Party  Fireworks 

 

January  Kiss  Champagne 

 

Resolution New York Ball Drop 

 

Toast  Hats  Eat 

 

Drink  Be Merry 

 Each New Year’s Eve, 1 million people gather in New York 
City’s Times Square to watch the famous ball drop 

 

 Close to 1 billion people around the world watch the ball dop 
on T.V. 

 

 At midnight, 2,000 pounds of confetti are dropped on the 
crowd in New York City 

 

 The famous ball is covered in 2,688 crystals, lit by 32,000 
LEDs, weighs 11,875 pounds, & is 12 feet in diameter 

 

 44% of American adults plan to kiss someone at the stroke of 
midnight  

 

 22% of American adults admit to falling asleep before mid-
night  


